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Introduction 

Starcrazy 

StarCrazy is the blockchain Play-to-Earn game built on the  IoTeX platform. 

IoTeX has 5 second transaction finality and transaction costs in fractions of a 

cent.  This makes StarCrazy one of the more player friendly Play-to- Earn games 

on the online game market. 

Players buy and sell Starz (NFTs) and can fuse them for a chance to create more 

valuable characters. Assign your Starz to mine to earn GFT or GFS tokens. You 

can also stake your GFT tokens in a liquidity pool for yet another way to earn. 

GFT is the utility token of StarCrazy, the Play-to-Earn game. All auctioning, 

trading, and fusing activities within StarCrazy are conducted using GFT. This will 

also be true for the coming “arena battle” and social interactment features. 

StarCrazy’s tokenomics are very player-centric. Players control in-game direction 

with the GFS governance token. 100% of GFS tokens are earned by players.  None 

are owned by the team. 

The total token supply is capped at 30 million each for both $GFT and $GFS. 

ChainShield 

ChainSheild Inc. is a leading blockchain security company with the goal of 

elevating the security, privacy, and usability of current blockchain ecosystems by 

offering top-notch, industry-leading services and products, including smart 

contract auditing, project consultation and penetration test of blockchain 

infrastructure. We can be reached via Website (https://chainshield.io), or Email 

(support@chainsheild.io). 
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Scope 

This report covers the auditing methodology and finding of  Starcrazy Smart 

Contract in https://github.com/GameFantasyDev/starcrazy-contracts at commit 

e9e11d2. Smart contracts in this repo can be classified into five categories: 

- Standard (or commonly used) contracts, such as Pausable.sol, Ownable.sol, 

SafeMath.sol, DSAuth.sol, DSAuthority.sol, Ownable.sol 

- Interface contracts which are all in the directory of “aliana”. These contracts 

define structures and interface in the Starcrazy.  

- Starz contracts from Aliana.sol, AlinaSale.sol, Auction.sol, FakeAliana.sol, 

FlashSale.sol. These contracts show the ways to get or transfer Starz.  

- Token contracts from GFS.sol, GFT.sol, WGFT.sol. These contracts show 

the lifecycle of ERC20 token. 

- Minting contracts from AlianaMinting.sol, LPMint.sol, GFSMint.sol, 

GFSBonus.sol. These contracts show the ways to minting the ERC20 

tokens. 

For standard (or commonly used) contracts, we have confirmed that they are 

unmodified from the original contracts 

For Interface contracts, we focused on the ones below: 

- AlianaOwnership.sol 

- AuctionOwner.sol 

- GFAccessControl.sol 

For Starz contracts, we focused on the ones below: 

- Aliana.sol 

- AlinaSale.sol  

- FakeAliana.sol 

- FlashSale.sol 

- Auction.sol 

https://github.com/GameFantasyDev/starcrazy-contracts/commit/e9e11d234ac065726e108a73dfcd5efbad26f2c5
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For Token contracts, we focused on the ones below: 

- GFS.sol 

- GFT.sol 

- WGFT.sol 

For Minting contracts, we focused on the ones below: 

- AlianaMinting.sol 

- LPMint.sol 

- GFSMint.sol 

- GFSBonus.sol 

 

For these five categories contracts, we have audited common pitfalls of smart 

contract such as Reentrancy, Unchecked External Call, Costly Loop; readability 

such as Semantic Consistency Checks, code structures; gas optimization; and DeFi 

related vulnerabilities such as Oracle, Authentication Management, ERC20 

Idiosyncrasies Handling, Deployment Consistency and so on. No critical issues 

have been found during our auditing. 

Disclaimer 

Note that this audit does not give any warranties on finding all possible security 

issues of the given smart contracts. In other words, the evaluation result does not 

guarantee the nonexistence of any further findings of security issues. As one audit-

based assessment cannot be considered comprehensive, we always recommend 

proceeding with several independent audits and a public bug bounty program to 

ensure the security of smart contracts. Last but not least, this security audit should 

not be used as investment advice.  
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Findings 

Summary 

Here is a summary of our findings after analyzing the design and implementation 

of Starcrazy. During the first phase of our audit, we study the smart contract source 

code and run our in-house static code analyzer through the codebase. The purpose 

here is to statically identify known coding bugs, and then manually verify issues 

reported by our tools. We further manually review business logics such as biding 

and minting, examine system operations, and place DeFi-related aspects under 

scrutiny to uncover possible pitfalls and/or bugs. 

 

Finding Category Severity Impact 

1 - Possible Attack for Approve Method in 

GFT.sol Race 

Condition 

Medium Medium 

2 - Costly loop in AlianaMining.sol 

(deposits) 

Costly loop Medium Medium 

3 - Costly loop in AlianaMining.sol 

(withdraws) 
Costly loop 

Medium Medium 

4 - Costly loop in AlianaSale.sol 
Costly loop 

Medium Medium 

5 - Unused Code Removal in gfc  Readability Low None 

6 - Unused Code Removal in Auction.sol Readability Low None 

7 - Unused Code Removal in FlashSale.sol Readability Low None 

8 - Redundancy Code in AlianaSale.sol Readability Low None 

9 - Duplicate contract names Readability Low None 

10 - Administrator privileges too high Privilege Low None 
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Overall, StarCrazy smart contracts are well-designed and well-engineered. 

We have so far identified a few non-critical issues: some of them involve subtle 

corner cases that might not be previously thought of, while others refer to unusual 

interactions among multiple contracts. For each uncovered issue, we have therefore 

developed test cases for reasoning, reproduction, and/or verification. After further 

analysis and internal discussion, we determined a few issues of varying severities 

that need to be brought up and paid more attention to, which are listed in the above 

table. More information can be found in the next subsection. 

Key Findings 

In this section, we list the key findings we have during the audit. 

Finding 1: Possible Attack for Approve Method in GFT.sol 

• Severity: Medium 

• Impact: Medium 

• Category: Race Condition 

Miners can decide what transactions to package by themselves. In order to make 

more profits, miners generally choose to package transactions with higher gas 

prices, rather than relying on the order of transactions.  This may cause different 

execution results after the user uses the approve. 

Detailed analysis of the attack: ERC20 API: An Attack Vector on 

Approve/TransferFrom Methods 

In the approve function of DSToken.sol, we found that there may be this risk 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YLPtQxZu1UAvO9cZ1O2RPXBbT0mooh4DYKjA_jp-RLM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YLPtQxZu1UAvO9cZ1O2RPXBbT0mooh4DYKjA_jp-RLM/edit
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Finding 2: Costly loop in AlianaMining.sol (deposits) 

• Severity: Medium 

• Impact: Medium 

• Category: Costly loop 

The user can control the number of loops of the deposits function through 

_tokenIds argument. In the contract, the number of loops should be controlled by 

the user as far as possible, and the attacker may use an excessively large loop to 

complete the Dos attack. 

In the AlianaMining.sol, we found there may be costly loop in the function 

deposits as follows: 

 

Finding 3: Costly loop in AlianaMining.sol (withdraws) 

• Severity: Medium 

• Impact: Medium 

• Category: Costly loop 
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In the AlianaMining.sol, we found there may be costly loop in the function 

withdraws as follows: 

 

The function withdraws is a public function which could be called by any external 

address the internal function is : 

 

The param _tokenIds could be controlled by external address, The operation may 

cost lots of gas and may cause DoS attack. 

Finding 4: Costly loop in AlianaSale.sol 

• Severity: Medium 

• Impact: Medium 

• Category: Costly loop 

In the AlianaSale.sol, we found a function named adminCancelAlianaSales. This 

function allow the addressed in the list of Clevel to cancel Starz sales by _tokenIds. 
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This may be a costly loop operation if there are lots of Starz in sale. The operation 

may cost lots of gas and may cause DoS attack. But this function could be called 

just the addresses in the list of CLevel. So the Clevel should call this function 

carefully 

Finding 5: Unused Code Removal in gfc 

• Severity: Low 

• Impact: None 

• Category: Readability 

In the source code of the directory, we found a directory named “gfc”. The whole 

gfc describes a NFT but do not use in this project  
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So if the gfc is not used in this project we suggest could be removed from the 

source code 

Finding 6: Unused Code Removal in Auction.sol 

• Severity: Low 

• Impact: None 

• Category: Readability 

We found an unused code in the Auction.sol named _addAuction 
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This in an internal function but do not call in the source code. So we suggest to 

remove unused code 

Finding 7: Unused Code Removal in FlashSale.sol 

• Severity: Low 

• Impact: None 

• Category: Readability 

We found an unused code in the FlashSale.sol named _addAuction 

 

This in an internal function but do not call in the source code. So we suggest to 

remove unused code 

Finding 8: Redundancy Code in AlianaSale.sol 

• Severity: Low 

• Impact: None 

• Category: Readability 

We found there are redundancy codes in the function getAlianaSaleInfo 
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This means if the Starzy is not on sale, the return params need to be zero and the 

return params need to be set if the Starzy is on sale. The code we figureed out 

always implement. But if the Starzy in on sale, it is redundancy. So we suggest the 

code could optimize as follows: 

 

Finding 9: Duplicate contract names 

• Severity: Low 

• Impact: None 
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• Category: Readability 

StarCrazy's contracts rely on some third-party libraries, and there are many 

contracts with the same name in these third-party libraries. This can cause errors 

and unknown behavior. 

some contracts with the same name： 

SafeMath (Duplicate definitions in contract/gfc/math and contract/math) 

SafeERC20 (Duplicate definitions in contract/token and @openzeppelin) 

Ownable (Duplicate definitions in contract/gfc/ownership and @openzeppelin) 

Finding 10: Administrator privileges too high 

• Severity: Low 

• Impact: None 

• Category: Privilege 

In contracts such as Aliana and AlianaMinting, there is a super administrator role 

called CEO. For example, in the AlianaMinting contract, the CEO can performs 

withdraw operations on any account. 

 

Once the CEO's identity is stolen. May cause the collapse of the GFT ecosystem. 
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Conclusion 

In this audit, we have analyzed the design and implementation of StarCrazy smart 

contract. We have so far identified 10 non-critical issues, most of them involve 

subtle corner cases that might not be previously thought of. Overall, StarCrazy 

smart contracts are well-designed and well-engineered. 

As a final precaution, we need to emphasize that smart contracts as a whole are 

still in an early, but exciting stage of development. To improve this report, we 

greatly appreciate any constructive feedback or suggestions on our methodology 

and findings. 


